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Dust mopping and very large area cleaning
MicroCombi | Single 120 cm

Dusting of high and narrow spaces
Duo Duster frame and pad

Agitating heavy dirt on safety flooring
SafetyMop | Single 50 cm

Less than 20 m2 cleaning
MicroTech, MicroCombi, MicroPlus | Single 50 cm

Cleanroom, controlled environment/ESD
MicroControl | Single 50 cm  

Highest hygiene standards
HygienePlus | Duo 35, 50, 75 cm | Single 50 cm

Maintenance of safety flooring and washrooms
SafetyPlus | Duo 35 cm

Furniture, behind radiators etc.
Duo Handmop | SafetyPlus

Heavy dirt removal and high absorbency
Extramop | Single 35 cm & 50 cm
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Core Range

Swep System

Specialist Application Solutions

80 % of your cleaning tasks are related to general floor cleaning, where the cleaning result and speed of cleaning are the most important 
factors. The SWEP Duo core range comprises three types of mops with different characteristics in three different widths ensuring you 
benefit from the best solution for effective daily cleaning.

More than 40 years of success is not a coincidence. When Swep was launched, it became an immediate floor cleaning favourite. 
 Being the first pre-prepared system on the market, the Swep system swept the floor with the competitors and set new standards in 
the cleaning business. Now the new Swep generation or core and specialist application ranges are here – with even better performance, 
ergonomics and lower total cost-in-use.

The remainder of your cleaning tasks often have specialist requirements that products designed for general use do not fulfil. The Swep 
specialist application range comprises specialist mops, high level dusting tools and hand mops. Used in combination with the core range 
you will have a solution for every daily cleaning task.

Swep Duo MicroTech 
Low friction, microfibre cleaning perfor-
mance. Ideal for use on uneven, very dirty 
and / or untreated surfaces. 35, 50 and 75 cm

Swep Duo MicroPlus 
Highest cleaning performance due to cut pile 
microfibre construction. Especially effective on 
sealed and smooth floors. 35, 50 and 75 cm

Which size is best for you?
Choosing the correct width of mop has a large impact on your overall efficiency, but which 
width of mop is correct for you? 

35 cm: Ideal for washrooms and small areas less than 15 m2. This size is also ideal for above the 
floor cleaning tasks such as walls, tables and white-boards.
50 cm: Ideal for general cleaning of both large and small areas. The combination of a wide coverage 
per pass and a lightweight design makes this size the most popular width of mop.
75 cm:  Ideal for large open spaces with minimal furnishing such as corridors, sports halls etc.

Swep Duo MicroCombi 
Combines the microfibre cleaning perfor-
mance of the MicroPlus with the loose dirt 
removal of MicroTech. 35, 50 and 75 cm
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